The charge transfer in collisions of C 2+ ions with the HF molecule has been studied by means of ab initio quantum chemistry molecular methods followed by a semiclassical dynamical treatment in the keV collision energy range. The mechanism of the process, in particular its anisotropy, has been investigated in detail in connection with nonadiabatic interactions around avoided crossings between states involved in the reaction. The vibration of the molecular target has been analyzed and cross sections on different vibrational levels of HF
I. INTRODUCTION
Collisions of slow multiply charged ions with molecular species have been widely investigated in the past few years. Such studies give detailed information on electron capture processes occurring during the collision and fragmentation dynamics after removal of electrons from the target. Important experimental and theoretical effort has been focused on reactions with simple targets, such as H 2 or D 2 [1] [2] [3] [4] . Consideration of more complex molecular targets are now of increasing interest [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , in particular with regard to possible direct or indirect processes occurring in the irradiation of the biological medium. Effectively, important damage induced by the interaction of ionizing radiation with biological tissues is due to the secondary particles, low-energy electrons, radicals, or singly and multiply charged ions generated along the track after irradiation of the biological medium [10] . Experimental and theoretical studies have thus been developed on collisions between ions and molecular or even biomolecular targets [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [11] [12] [13] [14] in order to understand the different mechanisms involved at the molecular level.
Experimental investigations of charge transfer in collisions with hydrogen chloride have been recently performed [11] . We have thus undertaken a theoretical study of such processes with hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride targets. In a first step, we have studied the charge-transfer reaction in collisions of C 2+ ions with the HF molecular target. Such a system may be compared to the previous C 2+ + OH and C 2+ + CO collision systems in order to extract some general rules on the mechanism of such processes. We are interested in particular in the anisotropy of the charge transfer with regard to the orientation of the projectile toward the target as well as in a detailed vibration analysis of the capture in the C 2+ + HF(ν = 0) → C + + HF + (ν) reaction. The equivalent process with the heavier HCl target is investigated later. The molecular calculation is performed using ab initio quantum chemistry methods in order to determine potential energy surfaces of the different states involved in the process and corresponding radial and rotational couplings. Semiclassical approaches are used for the collision dynamics.
II. MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS
The molecular calculations have been performed by means of the MOLPRO suite of ab initio programs [15] using state-averaged complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) methods and the correlation-consistent triple-ζ aug-cc-pVTZ basis set of Dunning [16] . The active space includes the n = 2 and n = 3(sp) orbitals for carbon and fluorine, and the 1s orbital for hydrogen. The 1s orbitals of carbon and fluorine have been frozen in the calculation. The optimized geometry of the 1 + ground state of HF is r HF = 1.73836832 a.u. corresponding to a vertical ionization potential of 16.12 eV, in excellent agreement with the 16.1 eV experimental value [17] [18] [19] and previous calculations [20, 21] . As shown in Table I , such an approach leads to a good agreement with separated species calculations taking account of experimental data for carbon ions [22] and ionization potential of the HF molecule [17, 18] with MRCI calculations at optimized equilibrium geometry for the ground and excited states of the target molecule.
The geometry of the system may be described by the internal Jacobi coordinates {R,r HF ,α} with the origin at the center of mass of the target molecule, as defined in Fig. 1 such that, in the linear approach, the collision of the C 2+ ion with hydrogen would correspond to the angle α = 0
• and the collision with fluorine to the geometry α = 180
• , respectively. In order to study the anisotropy of the process, a series of calculations have been performed for different orientations of the projectile corresponding to specific values of the angle α, about every 20
• , from the linear C-H-F geometry (α = 0 • ) to the linear C-F-H one (α = 180
• ). In such linear geometries, the molecular calculations have been performed in the C 2v symmetry group. In contrast, for nonlinear geometries, the calculation has been carried out using the C s symmetry group and considering the plane of the molecular system as the plane of symmetry. Spin-orbit coupling being negligible in the energy range of interest, electron spin may be conserved in the collision process and only singlet states may be correlated to the 1 + entry channel. The charge-transfer process is driven mainly by nonadiabatic interactions in the vicinity of avoided crossings [23] . The radial coupling matrix elements between all pairs of states of the same symmetry have thus been calculated by means of the finite-difference technique:
which, taking into account the orthogonality of the eigenfunc-
The parameter has been tested and a value of = 0.0012 a.u. has been chosen as in previous calculations [24] using the three-point numerical differentiation method for reasons of numerical accuracy.
The interaction between states have been calculated in the 2.0-14.0 a.u. internuclear distance range. The main features of the process may be clearly visualized in the molecular results for the collinear approach of the C 2+ ion toward the HF target. The potentials for the angle α = 0
• corresponding to a collision with the hydrogen atom are presented in Fig. 2 )} exit channels. These interactions correspond to peaks of the radial coupling matrix elements which may be visualized in Fig. 2(b) . In contrast, 1 channels do not present significant avoided crossing in the distance range of interest; they interact only in the repulsive part of the potential energy curves. The rotational coupling matrix elements are presented in Fig. 2 P + HF + ( 2 )} state and the entry channel and corresponding rotational couplings rot11 and rot21 remain rather unchanged. It is interesting to point out the similar behavior of rotational coupling matrix elements for 1 1 and 2 1 states in the linear geometry. In the C 2v symmetry group, they are described by the same configurations. This is no more the case for nonlinear geometries in C s symmetry and rotational couplings between 1 + and 1 states correlated to different molecular states are becoming zero, as shown in Fig. 3(b) for the perpendicular geometry.
A strong evolution may be noticed on the potential energy curves when the angle α increases from the linear geometry α = 0
• to nonlinear geometries, up to α = 90
• . The avoided crossing between the entry channel and the 2 1 + level becomes sharper and moves toward shorter internuclear distances. On the other hand, the avoided crossing between 2 1 + and 1 1 + exit channels becomes smoother, as clearly shown in the potential energy curves in perpendicular geometry presented in Fig. 3(a) . The evolution is inverse when the angle α increases still up to 180
• in the linear C-F-H geometry. Nevertheless, the nonadiabatic interaction between the entry channel and the 2 1 + level remains sharper in this half-plane, where the C 2+ ion collides with the fluorine atom. states for the C 2+ -HF molecular system at equilibrium, α = 0
III. COLLISION DYNAMICS
The collision dynamics was performed by means of the EIKONX code [25] in the keV laboratory energy range. As straight-line trajectories are satisfying for energies higher than 10 eV/amu [26] , semiclassical approaches may be used with good accuracy in this collision energy range. Because electronic transitions are much faster than vibrational and rotational motion, the sudden approximation may be used and cross sections, corresponding to purely electronic transitions, are determined by solving the impact-parameter equation as in the usual ion-atom approach, considering the internuclear distance of the molecular target fixed in a given geometry. This relatively crude approach is widely used in the field of ion-molecule collisions and has shown its efficiency in the keV energy range dealt with in this paper [27] .
This treatment was performed for different geometries of the C 2+ -HF collision system, taking account of all the transitions driven by radial and rotational coupling matrix elements. The introduction of translation factors necessary for the cross sections to be independent of the origin of coordinates states for the C 2+ -HF molecular system at equilibrium, α = 90
• [same labels as in part (a)]: rot11
and to avoid spurious coupling terms at long range has not been included in this study. However, the chosen origin coordinate may be expected to provide accurate enough values of total cross sections for impact velocities lower than 0.5 a.u. (E lab = 75 keV) [27, 28] , even if transitions driven by rotational couplings could be slightly overestimated. Such a translation effect may be evaluated in the approximation of the common translation factors [29, 30] . The radial and rotational coupling matrix elements are thus transformed, respectively, into
where ε K and ε L are the electronic energies of states |ψ K and |ψ L , and z 2 and zx are the components of the quadrupole moment tensor. In this approach, the translation effect has been shown to be almost negligible for collision energies lower than 100 keV, even for long-range rotational couplings [31] . Such an effect depends, of course, on the collision system, but in a first approach we could consider that translation effects would be weak in the energy range we are dealing with. The partial and total cross sections have been calculated between the different quasimolecular states involved in the process. They would have to be projected on a fixed frame in order to be compared to experiment. Such cross sections are presented in Fig. 4(a) for the linear C-H-F geometry (α = 0
• ). The charge-transfer process is clearly driven mainly by means of the nonadiabatic interactions in the vicinity of avoided crossings. The most important interaction corresponds to the radial coupling between the entry channel and the highest 2 1 Fig. 5(a) . They show a regular increase when the vibration coordinate r HF is reduced from 2.0 to 1.5 a.u., in agreement with the increase of the radial coupling matrix element rad23 between the entry channel and the 2 1 + level displayed in Fig. 5(b) . Such coupling is moved toward longer internuclear distances when the r HF vibration coordinate decreases. In contrast, the radial coupling rad12 between 1 1 + and 2 1 + exit channels decreases with the r HF vibration coordinate. The corresponding interaction becomes smoother and moves toward shorter internuclear distances. Such observations may directly link the nonadiabatic interactions between 1 + channels to the shape of the partial cross section sec32 as defined in Fig. 4(a) . Two bumps may be observed for this partial cross section, one at lower collision energies, which may be attributed mainly to the avoided crossing between the entry channel and the 2 1 + level. Such interaction increases for shorter r HF values, as pointed out on the radial coupling matrix elements rad23 presented in Fig. 5(b) , leading to an increase of the corresponding bump exhibited by the partial cross section sec32 shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) . On the other hand, the partial cross section sec32 exhibits a smoother bump at higher collision energies, which may be associated with the nonadiabatic interaction between 2 1 + and 1 1 + exit channels. exhibited in Fig. 5(b) . This analysis provides an interesting insight into the mechanism of the charge-transfer process with regard to the vibration of the molecular target. Anyway, no specific behavior is exhibited at very constrained HF geometry, as observed previously in the C 2+ -OH collision system [5] , and no first relaxation process may be expected for this system.
An estimate of the cross sections on the different vibrational levels ν in C 2+ + HF (ν=0) → C + + HF + (ν) may be achieved in the sudden approximation method, assuming that the nuclear vibration and rotation periods are much longer than the collision time. In such an approach, the capture probability between the vibrational levels χ ν=0 for HF and χ ν for HF + , at a given distance r HF , may be given by and introduce Franck-Condon factors, neglecting the rotational modes. The probability in the centroid approximation may thus be expressed with regard to the corresponding electronic probability
, where F 0ν is the Franck-Condon factor:
By integration over the impact parameter, the cross section for the vibrational level ν and collision velocity v is given in the Franck-Condon approximation by
, where F 0ν is the Franck-Condon factor between the HF and HF + vibration wave functions at equilibrium geometry for the vibrational level ν = 0 and ν, respectively.
Such an expression has been widely discussed and is certainly not satisfactory for low impact energies. However, it has been shown to provide a reasonable accuracy for impact energies greater than 500 eV/amu [32] and could be considered a first estimation, validated besides by the regular variation of cross sections with regard to the vibration coordinate r HF as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The vibration energy levels and Franck-Condon factors have been calculated in the anharmonic approximation using the program LEVEL 7.7 of R. J. Le Roy [33] , valid for vibrational levels even near dissociation. The potential energy curves for HF and HF Table II for a series of values of the collision velocities corresponding to impact energies between about 6 and 40 keV. The charge-transfer cross sections decrease very rapidly with increasing vibration number. They present significant values for ν = 0, ν = 1, and up to ν = 2. The electron capture resulting in higher vibration levels of HF + is very weak. The orientation of the projectile toward the molecular target has also been studied in detail for the C 2+ + HF system for geometries corresponding to specific values, about every 20
• , of the angle α from the linear geometry C-H-F (α = 0
• ) to perpendicular (α = 90 • ) and linear C-F-H geometry (α = 180
• ). As pointed out in the previous paragraph, a strong evolution is observed in the potential energy curves when the angle α increases from the linear geometry α = 0
• . Such evolution may be analyzed for chosen specific values α = 0
• , 45
• , 90
• , 135
• , and 180
• , in parallel with the total cross sections presented in Fig. 6 (a) and on the main radial coupling matrix elements displayed in Fig. 6(b) . From cross-section results, it appears quite clear that the charge-transfer process is favored in the linear geometry. The collision with the fluorine atom (α = 180 • ) is particularly efficient. In contrast, the charge-transfer process is markedly nonfavored in the perpendicular geometry corresponding to significantly lower charge-transfer cross sections. Such a result absolutely corroborates our previous studies on the C 2+ + OH and C 2+ + CO collision systems. In such collisions with heteronuclear molecular targets, the charge transfer is always favored in a collinear approach toward the most electronegative atom, preferentially fluorine or oxygen rather than hydrogen for HF and OH, or carbon in the case of the CO molecular target. In our previous study on C 2+ + CO charge transfer, such a result was connected directly to the variation of the nonadiabatic interaction between the entry channel and the main exit channel characterized by the corresponding radial coupling matrix element [6] . The discussion is a bit more complex in the present case, as the cross sections may be related to simultaneous variations of two avoided crossings, the avoided crossing between the entry channel and the 2 1 
} exit channels characterized by the radial coupling rad12, on the other hand. Effectively, both rad23 and rad12 present a maximum for the linear geometry toward fluorine (α = 180
• ). The radial coupling matrix element rad12 shows a simple behavior that is almost symmetric for both sides of the collision and significantly sharper in both collinear orientations. In contrast, the radial coupling matrix element rad23 is relatively smooth for the geometries corresponding to a collision with the hydrogen atom, in particular from α = 0
• to α = 45
• . As previously pointed out in the vibration effect analysis, these two nonadiabatic interactions may be assigned to the two bumps of the partial cross section. The bump at lower energies assigned to the interaction between the entry channel and the 2 1 + level clearly increases from linear α = 0 • geometry to α = 45
• geometry, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c). It is shifted toward lower energies in nonlinear orientations until the perpendicular geometry is obtained. The second bump, on the contrary, becomes smoother in connection with a lower nonadiabatic interaction between 1 1 + and 2 P + HF + ( 2 + )} channel, on the contrary remain significant for every orientation of the projectile toward the target. This leads, globally, to a significant rotational effect, which follows from the values of the cross sections averaged over the different orientations presented in Table III . The averaged total cross sections increase from about 14 × 10 −16 to 22 × 10 −16 cm 2 in the 3-100 keV collision energy range.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented a theoretical treatment of charge-transfer processes induced by collision of the C 2+ projectile ions on the HF molecule. The collision process is highly anisotropic: the charge transfer is favored in the linear approach with collision of the C 2+ ion toward the fluorine atom, and, on the contrary, very significantly nonfavored in the perpendicular approach. An interesting insight into the more detailed mechanism of the process has been exhibited, with regard to the behavior of the collision system in different orientations, as well as for different values of the vibration coordinate r HF . A clear correlation may be driven between the partial cross-section values and the nonadiabatic interactions shown by the molecular 
